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Bank Lending in US Mortgage Market
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Presentation Notes
38 million mortgage applicationsThe country's banks are increasingly focused on making jumbo mortgages, partly in response to regulatory pressure to curb risks. These high-dollar loans predominantly go to white and Asian borrowers, contributing to a decline in the share of mortgages that go to Hispanics and blacks. The biggest U.S. banks are tilting toward these high-dollar mortgages as they overhaul loan operations. And jumbo loans, which were less important during the subprime-loan boom, are helping banks take on less risk, as mandated by regulators in the postcrisis era. These loans, however, could put banks at odds with another federal regulatory mandate—one that says lenders should serve a racially diverse set of customers. As they approve relatively more jumbos, major banks are granting fewer mortgages to African-Americans and Hispanics than just before the crisis, a Wall Street Journal analysis found.“It’s a complete waste of time” to apply with the big banks, he said.



Very Provocative & Though-Provoking Paper 

 US Senators move into positions of power…
 banks reduce the supply of credit in their states
 effect mainly on racial minorities; risky sub-prime borrowers 
 stronger effect on passive regions; stronger for politically 
connected banks
 banks get political protection

 Big political/policy ramifications
‒ Redlining is not old-timey
‒ Banks continue to discriminate against poor and/or minority 

borrowers 
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Presentation Notes
Historically, lenders have been accused of “redlining” minority neighborhoods as well as refusing to lend to minority applicants. However, the strong correlation between race and neighborhood makes it difficult to distinguish the impact of geographic discrimination from the effects of racial discrimination. 



Redlining [Baltimore, MD 1937]

Today: 19 year difference 
in life expectancy 

North Korea does better!
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The federal government stepped in, providing bonds for homeowners to refinance their mortgages as part of the New Deal. But in larger cities, the government drew boundaries between neighborhoods that were eligible and ineligible for new loans.  The so-called "risky" areas were usually low-income, African-American communities. This is widely considered the source of redlining, or denying benefits based on racial divides



Contributions

 Not shock: Exogeneity of political shock plausible since Senate 
Committee are decided by seniority (but not new)

 New: Distinction between political power vs. government legislation 
− Unclear to me; Should be strengthened 

 Key contribution is in the empirical findings
 Speaks to multiple literatures 

‒ What affects bank loan supply (Puri et al 2011; Jimenez et al, 
2012)

‒ Racial discrimination in lending (Tootell, 1996; Charles & Hurst, 
2002)

‒ Lobbying by banks / mortgage lenders
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Presentation Notes
During the year that follows the appointment, the state experiences an increase of 40– 50 percent in its share of federal earmark spending, a 9–10 percent increase in total state-level government transfers, and a 24 percent increase in total government contracts. Because Has been looked in context of crisis, monetary policy, macr conditionsHolmes and Horvitz (1994) study lending in Houston between 1998 and 1991 and find little evidence for discrimination against areas with high minority populations. Tootell (1996) find a similar result in Boston in 1990. The conclusions are that after controlling for economic conditions in the area, the area’s racial makeup has little explanatory power. Instead, what appears to be discriminationagainst minority areas is actually due to poor economic conditions that are correlated with an area being a high-minority area. There is more evidence for discrimination against individuals. Charles andHurst (2002) find that black mortgage applicants are 73 percent more likely to be rejected than whites after controlling for economic observables.



Lobbying Literature
 Lobbying activities lead to specific policies (Grossman and Helpman

1994, Goldberg and Maggi 1999; Kroszner and Stratmann, 1998, 
1999)
− Banks lobby on Dodd-Frank provisions (e.g., auto-loans excluded 

from CFPB; Volcker rule watered down) 
 Lobbying or political connections affects firm-specific outcomes 

(Khwaja and Mian, 2005; Faccio, 2006)
 Lobbying or political connections affects firm-specific decisions 

(Igan, Mishra, Tressel, 2011; this paper)
 How do politically connected lenders behave?

‒ Mortgages have higher loan-income ratio (riskier)
‒ Faster growth in mortgage loan portfolios 
‒ Securitized loans originated at faster rate
 Lobbying associated with more risky activities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, they can offer campaign finance contributions, in particular through political action committees (PACs). These activities have received a fair amount of attention in the literature.9 Second, they are allowed to carry out lobbying activities in the executive and legislative branches of the federal government. These lobbying activities, albeit accounting for the bulk of politically-targeted expenditures, have in contrast received scant attention in the literature. Individual companies and organizations have been required to provide a substantial amount of information on their lobbying activities, starting with the introduction of the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995. Since 1996, all lobbyists (intermediaries who lobby on behalf of companies and organizations) have to file semiannual reports to the Secretary of the Senate’s Office of Public Records (SOPR), listing the name of each client (firm), the total income they have received from each of them, and specific lobbying issues. In parallel, all firms with in-house lobbying departments are required to file similar reports stating the total dollar amount they have spent (either in-house or in payments to external lobbyists). Khwaja and Mian (2005), who find that in Pakistan politically-connected firms obtain exclusive loans from public banks and have much higher default rates; Raddatz and Braun (2010), who present evidence suggesting that politicians provide for beneficial regulation in exchange for a nonexecutive position at a bank in the future, consistent with a capture-type private interest story; and Faccio (2006), who shows that political connections increase firm value. Our study, focusing on lobbying and lending behavior, fits more closely in the second strand.



Lobbying by Banks: A Puzzle

 Banks lobbied (at least prior to crisis) for relaxation in lending laws 
[anti-predatory laws relaxed in 2004]; Riskier lending in data by 
firms more active in lobbying

 Need to reconcile with results in the paper: Lend to less risky 
borrowers; focus on credit worthy borrowers; less to sub-prime 
borrowers (Figures 3 and 4)

 One way
– Campaign finance contributions via PACs (in paper) 
– Lobbying legislative branches of government (accounts for bulk 

of politically-targeted expenditures)
– Data used in Igan et al paper
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Presentation Notes
This has in contrast received scant attention in the literature. Individual companies and organizations have been required to provide a substantial amount of information on their lobbying activities, starting with the introduction of the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995. Since 1996, all lobbyists (intermediaries who lobby on behalf of companies and organizations) have to file semiannual reports to the Secretary of the Senate’s Office of Public Records (SOPR), listing the name of each client (firm), the total income they have received from each of them, and specific lobbying issues. In parallel, all firms with in-house lobbying departments are required to file similar reports stating the total dollar amount they have spent (either in-house or in payments to external lobbyists). 



Ideally…
 A Model

‒ Game between Politicians, Constituents (borrowers) & Banks that 
lobby: Protection for Sale in Trade Literature (Grossman & Helpman, 
AER) 1994

 Absent model…details on political incentives & bank incentives
‒ I see the results; I struggle with mechanisms/connections
‒ As a bank, why should I reduce lending if the Senator in my state 

becomes part of a powerful committee?



 Important/Relevant Committees 
 As a bank why should I reduce lending to minority, poorer, riskier 

borrowers if the Senator in my state becomes part of an important 
committee?
‒ Intuitive; Still looking for a mechanism
‒ Potentially illegal? Violates Equal Credit Opportunity Act (1974) & 

Community Reinvestment Act (1977) 

Lending to Riskier Borrowers Makes More Sense 
Combined with Important Committees
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Presentation Notes
Why should ability of politician to protect me from violation increase when they become a committee chairman for say Veterans Committee (e.g., CRA is overseen by Fed)?



Institutional Details
 Institutional details will help

− Some committees are powerful (6 of them) in terms of affecting 
banking regulations 
• Focus on these

− What do banks get when banks buy political protection
• Even anecdotal evidence would be good!

 More events
− House Committees vs. Senate Committees (Not just Dodd but Frank 

too)
− Seniority event can happen if Senator not up for elections but control 

shifts (also plausibly exogenous; should not be dropped)



Simplify & Focus…

 Dizzying array of specifications
‒ Two dependent variables (one of them disaggregated as well)
‒ Powerful politicians; Important politicians
‒ Majority Minority vs. High-Low Income
‒ All Consumers vs. Risky Consumers
‒ Politically connected constituents vs. not
‒ Bank is politically connected vs. not
‒ Fixed effects at individual vs. census-tract level 
‒ Many sub-sample restrictions

 Specification changes multiple times

 One specification to rule them all. Example…



Example: Measures of Demand and Supply

 Supply of credit (# new accounts/ # new applications = supply ratio)
− # new applications = measure of demand (Puri, Rocholl & Steffen, JFE 

2011)
− # new accounts/credit lines = measure of supply 
− Common alternates: 

• Indicator variable = 1 if loans approved (Puri et al, JFE 2011; 
Jimenez et al, AER 2011)

• Loan amount approved or # of loans approved (Hirtle, 2008)
− Supply/Demand as supply ratio confusing

 Presentation of empirics
− Table 2, Panel C shows the denominator does not matter
− But then proceeds to use supply ratio (Table 3, 7, 8…)
− # of new accounts in one specification Table 4, Panel B; Table 5 but 

specifications not comparable to baseline

 Preferred specification: measure just supply as # new accounts



The Danger: Garden of Forking Paths

 Robust baseline specification
 My preferences

− Diff-in-diff graph [test parallel trends with leads & lags]
− Important politicians*Majority-minority
− Sub-prime subsample
− Politically connected banks; politically passive constituents
− Break at eligibility threshold
− Placebo tests
− Crisis effect?

 Drop most of the rest or footnote/appendix
− Less is more 
− Ashenfelter dip? Worry about number of clusters (50 enough)? 
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Presentation Notes
The "Garden of Forking Paths" refers to the near infinite number of choices facing researchers in cleaning and analyzing data, and emphasizes the need for pre-analysis planning and independent replication, an especially relevant consideration in social psychology's recent 



Overall Food for Thought

 Having your state Senator become powerful is bad news
− Decline in lending
− To the tired, the poor, the huddled masses
− Rise in inequality
− Decline in corporate R&D [Cohen, Cavol & Malloy]
− Earmarks, transfers from Federal government?
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